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WELCOME TO 
BLACK DIAMOND
Black Diamond Security provides technology Led security 
Solutions to a number of key market sectors, focussing 
on Asset Protection, People and Property. 

The business is unique in the provision of Professional Security 
Services, when compared to the general market place within the 
UK in that:

• Our assessment of your security needs is paramount in the selection    
  of the services we offer, and are tailored to your requirements.

• Technology Led Solutions are used in every case to complement,   
  the deployment of personnel. 

• All our security personnel are not only SIA Trained and Licensed,    
  but undergo significant further bespoke training, again tailored    
  to your specific assignment.

WHY CHOOSE US?

Black Diamond Security Ltd is an immensely 
capable, multifaceted provider of integrated security 
solutions to industrial and commerce, specialising 
in services to the Rail and Construction Industry. As 
such we have extensive experience in the following 
security and product provision sectors:

• Manned Guarding

• Railway Security    
(including PTS, COSS, IWA trained personnel)

• CCTV Installation & Maintenance   
(both mobile, fixed and Rapid Deployment Cameras)

• CCTV Monitoring     
– from our National Control Centre 

• Perimeter Detection, Access Control & 
Security Fencing

• Dog Handling and Mobile Patrols

• Security Consultancy and Risk Assessments

• Mobile Patrol Services / Rapid Response

• Body Temperature Detection Cameras

Our depth of service capability enables us to 
provide single or cross-service integrated security 
solutions to our business partners, providing them 
with the most economic and financially viable 
security packages available, provided within one 
carefully managed account.

Our ultimate aim is to develop strategic business 
partnerships with clients who recognise the value 
of long term, mutually beneficial relationships. 

OUR WORKING LINE

We currently have a number of operations, offices 
and operational rooms across the UK already 
fully functional. This allows us the opportunity to 
provide our clients a nationwide 24/7 service.

Each client has a dedicated account manager 
that is assigned to their geographical area. 
This means, not only do we have specialised 
personnel throughout the UK, we also have a 
national control centre to oversee your business 
24/7 giving you peace of mind that your business, 
site and assets are protected. 

We pride ourselves on being not only reactive but 
proactive to deliver a quality professional service 
with the personal touch.



OUR SERVICES

Our tailor made services offer complete 
peace of mind and allow you to focus on 
your objectives without having to worry 
about security issues. 

ASSET RISK MANAGEMENT 

We asses each site on an individual basis to determine any possible risk, 
as we understand that no site or business are ever the same. 

By identifying risks early, we personalise a solution to protect your assets 
and reduce the risk of any disruption to your business.

TECHNOLOGY

RDC

Rapid Deployment Cameras (RDC’s) are a perfect solution for sites without 24/7 power, they 
can be used in conjunction with manned guarding services or independently. RDC’s can be 
operational within the hour and an escalation process will be set up with the client. They are 
designed to be a temporary solution for an at-risk site.

Fixed CCTV

Surveillance is a priority for any site, whether it be your residential property or your 
offices. 24/7 fixed CCTV offer the latest in technology for monitoring your site.

The use of CCTV on your site or property provides a highly visible deterrent to potential 
intruders, whilst allowing you to see at any given moment, who is on your site with 
access to our mobile app.

BDEYE

The BDEYE is an external self-sufficient motion sensor intruder system with 
video verification. This rapid response system is a visible deterrent with the 
ability to work in harmony with other security solutions such as on-site guards 
or mobile patrol.

The BDEYE is a wireless battery operated PIR (Passive Infrared) with video 
verification, which is triggered by motion detection. The BDEYE System is 
intended for outdoor applications such as void or vacant properties and 
ideal for perimeter monitoring.

Remote monitoring.

All our security solutions come with automated signalling, informing the 
appropriate person when a fire or smoke has been detected.

Access Control/Biometrics

We offer a full assessment, installation, maintenance and repair 
services for all domestic and commercial applications.

110VRDC 

110V Rapid Deployment Cameras (110VRDC’s) are perfect for 
sites with mains electric or a generator running 24/7. They can be 
used in conjunction with Manned Guarding services or independtly 
on their own. On arrival of the 110VRDC’s an escalation process 
will be set up with the client. They are designed to be a semi-
permanent solution for a site that is at risk but also for a site that 
will develop and may need the CCTV moving as the risk moves. 

Manned Guarding 

Black Diamond Security provide a highly professional Manned 
Guarding service that is proven to be a successful visible deterrent 
in many industry sectors. 

Our security guards are all SIA Licensed, PTS and CSCS card 
holders and are hand-picked to ensure that they represent, not 
only our company to the best standards, but also to project the 
professional image of your company also. 

By becoming an trained extension of your team we can support 
you with enforcing security for controlling goods in and out, stop 
and search of individuals and vehicles, providing access to site 
to authorised personnel, mobile patrol units or monitoring CCTV 
–  we are here to cater for your needs. 

Canine Services

Our effective dog handling teams are specially trained to protect 
you, business and your assets. Security dog handling teams are 
an extremely effective visual deterrent for criminal activity. Not 
forgetting that the presence of security dogs can reduce the 
amount of security personnel required for many situations.

Covert and Overt Operations

We provide both covert and overt solutions to protect high risk, 
high value assets. This can include rail patrols, holistic security 
solutions, complemented and implemented with the Police and 
British Transport Police (BTP) All our operatives have ex-military 
background, and deliver first class services. 

24/7 National Control Centre

Security never sleeps and neither do we.  
With our 24/7 National Control Centre we 

can provide a responsive approach that 
includes a management facility that can direct 
24-hour callouts, technical support, vehicle 

maintenance, logistical and administrative 
support, all of which is a hallmark of our success.



The SafeContractor scheme provides a health and safety audit 
service for contractors who want to reassure their clients that health 
and safety is being handled correctly and sufficiently on their sites.

Black Diamond Security currently holds an HABC Level 3 
Diploma for our Canine Patrols Service.

The HABC Level 3 Diploma for a Security Dog Handler aims 
to provide a single but multi-discipline qualification for the 
professional Security Dog Handler.

This qualification has been developed by NASDU to encompass 
a number of disciplines which meet National Occupational 
Standards (NOS) and the training requirements within BS 8517 
Part 1 and 2.

Experienced Security Dog Handlers working both General 
Purpose, Security Dog Handler and Detection Dogs.

HABC – An awarding organisation approved by the Regulatory 
Authority OFQUAL and recognised by the SIA.

The aim of the SIA Approved Contractor Scheme is to raise 
performance standards and to assist the private security industry 
in developing new opportunities. The Private Security Industry 
Act 2001 requires the SIA to establish a “system of inspection for 
providers of security services, under which those organisations 
who satisfactorily meet the agreed standards may be registered 
as approved, and may advertise themselves as such”.

COMPLIANCE AND ACCREDITATION

Black Diamond Security Ltd currently holds a RISQS 
Qualification & Verification.

RISQS provides customers with a more rigorous process 
for deriving much higher levels of assurance than registration 
and qualification. It involves providing documentary 
evidence that there has been a successful assessment, a 
process which requires differing degrees of intervention 
at the supplier’s premises, dependent on the risk that the 
product or service represents.

Black Diamond Security currently holds a nqa ISO 9001:2015. 

UKAS accredits the certification for Quality Management 
Systems. It provides the basis for effective processes and 
effective people to deliver an effective product or service time 
after time.

Black Diamond Security Ltd currently holds The Railway Safety 
Accreditation Scheme (RSAS). The Scheme helps to tackle low 
level crime and anti-social behaviour, improve intelligence and 
maximise public confidence.
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